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Available packages
SINGOLO 110ml
DUO 2 x 35ml
COLLECTION 4 X 35ml
Destination of the products
The products of this catalogue and sold on this website are not available for sale to companies or professionals and are destined exclusively for personal use (regulated under Italian fiscal law; art. 2 / art 22 comma 1 del
DPR 633/72 for merchandise purchased by correspondence and e-commerce for personal use). The resale, distribution and/or any other type of wholesale/retail circulation for any reason whatsoever is severely prohibited.
The prices of our products on this website and this catalogue are in €URO, local taxes included (IVA). Please consult our Terms and Conditions of Sale on
http://www.lorenzodanteferro.com/pages/terms_conditions_sale.html. For any other specific requests, we ask that you contact our offices directly at +39 0432 778722.

Available fragrances
ALMOND

The bittersweet note of confetti and Sicilian almonds.

AMBRADORO

An intense accord of amber and musk on a background of precious woods.

ARANCIO DOLCE

The fresh and tangy sweetness of freshly squeezed oranges.

BASILICO

The crisp, aromatic summer fresh notes of Genovese basil.

BERGAMOTTO

The noble citrus fruit of the Calabrian coast.

BLACK & TAN

A refined accord of Patchouly, Leather and Coffee with brilliant nuances of Star Anis.

BLACK PEPPER

The spicy and intense fragrance of freshly ground black pepper.

CALYCANTHUS

The surprise of an intensely floral message from these winter blossoms.

CAPPUCCINO

The intense aroma of coffee with steamed milk.

CASCARILLA

An intensively peppery and spicy bark from the Antilles.

CEDARWOOD

The aromatic fragrance of treasured hope chests from Atlas Cedar.

CICLAMINO

The clean, fresh and delicate notes of Italian winter flowers.

CINNAMON

The warm, sweet and intense spicy notes of Cinnamon from Ceylon.

CIOCCOLATO

The delicious notes of hot chocolate in winter and gelato in the summer.

COOKIES

The delicious aroma of freshly baked butter cookies.

ECRU

The evocative note of freshly-washed and ironed linens in traditional Italian laundries.

EUCALYPTUS

The fresh and aromatic note for a perfect sensation of well-being and fitness.

FELCE & MIRTILLO

A fruity green accord of forest berries and fern.

FIOR DI MENTA

An awakening burst of freshness and nature.

FIOR DI PANNA

A powdery veil of delicate softness, like a baby’s skin.

FRESH GRASS

The fresh and brisk notes of manicured golf greens and fairways.

GARDENIA

The hypnotic intensity of this flower of rare beauty.

GINESTRA

The yellow flowers of broom recalling Mediterranean summers.

GINGER

The exotic fragrance of the fresh and piquant notes of fresh ginger root.

GRAPEFRUIT

The tangy sweetness of ruby red grapefruit.

GREEN TEA

The relaxing, soothing and herbaceous notes of green tea.

HONEY

The sweet intensity of honey from a thousand flowers.

HONEYSUCKLE

The clear, fresh floral note of summer's favorite climbing floral.

HYACINTH

The intense green floralcy of Dutch Hyacinth.

JASMIN

The intense fragrance of Italian jasmin.

KAMILLEN

A soft, enticing accord of delicate mountain flowers and herbs.

LAVANDA BLU

Italian lavender flowers for a touch of tradition, antiquity and lace.

LEBKUCHEN

Gingerbread, a traditional and heart warming way to say welcome.

LEGNO DI SIAM

The evocative powers of Sandalwood and spices from the Orient.

LEMON-LIME

The zesty and sparkling fragrance of fresh citrus fruits.

LIMONCELLO

The sweet lemon of the Amalfi coast.

MANDARINO

The sweet tangerine from sunny Sicily.

MARINE

The salt watery fragrance with Mediterranean aromatic herbs.

MARSEILLE

The clean fragrance of the renowned French laundry soap.

MELAVERDE

The tart and fruity freshness of a crsip Granny Smith apple.

MELISSA

The surprisingly fresh and energizing notes of the first spontaneous herbs of summer.

MENTA

The crystal-fresh and nostalgic fragrance of Italian peppermint caramels from the sixties

MIRTO

The characteristic aromatic herb of the Mediterranean Islands.

MUGHETTO

The tiny white bells that ring in the clean and floral announcement of Spring.

NYMPHEA

The diaphanous fragrance of the mysterious Lotus flower.

OEILLET

Spicy carnation flower, reminiscent of "la belle epoque".

OLIBANUM

The mystical and spiritual fragrance of the Incense resin in its natural state, prior to burning.

OSMANTHUS

The intensity of the Olea Fragrans shrub that recall the fragrances of apricots and quince.

PATCHOULY

The intense balsamic and oriental notes of crushed leaves from Indonesia.

PIÑA COLADA

The fun and sunny tropical cocktail of Pineapple,Coconut and Rum.

PINK MUSK

The soft and sensual notes of Pink Musk.

PROVENCE

The unmistakable fragrances of an aromatic herb bouquet from Provence.

RAIN

The evocative note of a midsummer rain shower.

ROSA TEA

All the refinement of an English antique rose garden.

ROSMARINO

The aromatic herb of Italian hedges.

SCOTCH PINE

The fresh and revitalizing notes of lush forest vegetation.

SELVA

A, intense green harmony of ferns and flora from the Mediterranean woods.

SEQUOIA

The fresh, coniferous notes released at the highest peak of this majestic tree.

STAR ANIS

The fresh and brilliant note of Star Anis with a crisp crystalline touch.

STELLALPINA

A cold/hot white fantasy represented by the cool anice on a warm vanilla background.

STRUDEL

A middle European delight, reminiscent of Viennese cafes.

TABACCO

The rich fragrance of blended pipe tobacco from Havana.

TALCUM

The delicate note of Italian baby powder.

TIGLIO

The note of the flowering tree-lined roads of the Renaissance.

VANILLA

The warm and buttery sweetness of cookies and custard cream.

VERBENA

The energizing citrus notes of this aromatic herb.

VETYVER

A distinctive harmony of rare woods, roots and aromatic herbs.

VINTAGE BOUQUET

A romantic bouquet of Wisteria, Lilacs, Peonies and Carnations.

VIOLA

A cool, shady expression of the woods and it’s delicate flowers.

ZAGARA

The Sicilian flowers of the Bitter Orange tree.

